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HAND-DYED IN THE USA

Today, Dyenomite’s garments are worn by
millions of people and influencers and can be
seen at camps, universities, boutiques and
runways. Dyenomite embraces the unique
challenges of a dye house and seeks to push
the boundaries of color.
Dyenomite delivers quality, one-of-a-kind
products that meet both fashion and economic
needs. All Dyenomite products are hand-made
in central Ohio and include services such as:
• Custom design development
•H
 and-tying, hand-dyeing & hand-washing
•D
 ecorating: screen printing, embroidery
& heat press
•R
 etail finishing: private labeling, folding,
tagging, bagging
Our dye house offers all these services as a
single-source solution to help provide your
customer with a ready-to-wear garment.
Our company promises apparel that will stand
out from the crowd and become your goto favorite garment. We promise a positive
partnership grounded in the integrity of the
garments, diverse product selection, expert
design guidance, and excellent customer
service. We promise to help your clients
celebrate and commemorate any occasion
with individually crafted looks that can only
be found at Dyenomite!

dyenomite.com | 855.929.1813
facebook.com/dyenomite
instagram.com/dyenomite
ASI 51185 PPAI 259489 SAGE 67745 UPIC Dyeno439
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Custom

We love the endless opportunities color presents,
so if you can’t find what you’re looking for, challenge
us to create a custom style that will fulfill your client’s
vision. They’ll have the perfect canvas for their
message, and we’ll have yet another happy customer.

2 Choose your dye style

TIE-DYE

BLEACH
WASH

SOFTDYE
(GARMENT DYE)

MINERAL
WASH

BURNOUT

3 Choose your colors
PMS176
PMS3245
PMS279

4 Add your brand

Call 855.929.1813 to create your own custom tie-dye!
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640RR
100% Ring-Spun Cotton/Preshrunk
Sizes: S-3XL
Call for pricing.
Decoration not included.

Platinum

Heat

Neptune
Platinum

Neptune

Amethyst

R&R
The name says it all — Rest & Relaxation. This ring-spun t-shirt
features a crew neck, short sleeves and a contemporary, yet
comfortable, loose fit that completes any outfit. The super-smooth
surface provides a perfect canvas for bold and beautiful prints.
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Heat
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200NR
100% Cotton/Preshrunk
Sizes: YS-YL, S-3XL
Call for pricing.
Decoration not included.

Pomegranate
Cobalt
Feather
Aqua

Aqua
Pomegranate

GLOW
IN THE
DARK

Grapefruit

Cobalt Feather

GLOW
IN THE
DARK

Your customers will step into the dark and be
amazed with the unique glow in the dark dye
that shows off their style in a whole new light.

GLOWS IN THE DARK

Glow in the Dark Grapefruit

Neon Rush

Stand out from the crowd while wearing these fabulous neons.
The classic style, made from 100% comfortable cotton, will be your new
favorite shirt and features a crew neck, short sleeves and unisex fit.

GLOWS IN THE DARK

Glow in the Dark Star Fruit
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200SW
100% Cotton/Preshrunk
Sizes: S-3XL
Call for pricing.
Decoration not included.

Hydra

Zenith

Hydra

Zenith

Andromeda

Andromeda

Lynx

Sidewinders

The Sidewinders embrace being bold and adventurous.
This photo ready, 100% cotton shirt will be your go-to t-shirt
for any adventure that awaits.
Zenith
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200MW
100% Cotton/Preshrunk
Sizes: YS-YL, S-3XL
Call for pricing.
Decoration not included.

Black

Coral

Coral

Lavender

Grey

Navy

Mineral Wash

If authentic and vintage is more your style, then check out
the Mineral Wash short sleeve t-shirt that features
a weathered and distressed look.
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Lavender

Royal
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200MS
100% Cotton/Preshrunk
Sizes: YS-YL, S-3XL
Call for pricing.
Decoration not included.

Prism

Hawaiian Breeze

Prism

Classic Rainbow

Deep Sea

Ribbon Candy

USA

Wildflower

Dayglo

Hazy Rainbow

Aerial

FloRainbow

Michaelangelo

Illusion

Nightmare

Multi-Spiral
Why wear one color when you can wear a rainbow?
The Multi-Spiral t-shirt design comes in an array of
vibrant colors and will be your new favorite tee.
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Cyclone

200CY
100% Cotton/Preshrunk
Sizes: YS-YL, S-3XL

Just as the name suggests, you’ll be a force in the Cyclone tee,
one of the most iconic tie-dye styles. This stylish tee comes in a
rainbow of colors to match every mood and every season.

Call for pricing.
Decoration not included.

Black

Silver

Lime

Kelly

Forest

Navy

Royal

Turquoise

Orange

Gold

Maroon
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Red

Fuchsia

Copper

Peach

Coral

Pink

Lavender

Periwinkle

Columbia

Pale Turquoise

Pale Yellow

Mint

Purple
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Contrast
Cyclone
The Contrast Cyclone packs an
extra punch with even more
dynamic variation over the
best-selling Cyclone style.
Bold single color with white
provides stark contrast.

Shibori
Inspired by a Japanese
dying technique, this
buttery soft shirt features
dynamic color contrast
which is always on trend.

Navy

640SB
100% Ring-Spun Cotton/
Preshrunk
Sizes: YS-YL, S-3XL

Royal

200CC
100% Cotton/Preshrunk
Sizes: YS-YL, S-3XL

Call for pricing.
Decoration not included.

Call for pricing.
Decoration not included.

Black

Silver
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Royal

Columbia

Maroon

Purple

Turquoise

Navy

Black
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200CR
100% Cotton/Preshrunk
Sizes: YS-YL, S-3XL
Call for pricing.
Decoration not included.

Black/Grey
Manhattan

Black/Columbia

Black/Red

Rosé

Black/Teal

Coral/Soft Yellow

Crystal

Show your sparkle in the Crystal t-shirt!
The distinct crystalline dye pattern features bold colors
with unique washes. No two shirts are the same.
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Cobalt/Turquoise

Rosé

Manhattan

Cobalt/Turquoise

Coral/Soft Yellow

Purple

Columbia

Black

Royal

Navy

Red

Lavender

Mint

Orange

Forest

Silver
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650DR
50% Combed Ring-Spun Cotton/
50% Polyester/Preshrunk
Sizes: S-2XL
Call for pricing.
Decoration not included.

Pastel Rainbow

Cotton Candy

Coral

Sunset

Dream

Purple

Fits like a dream and feels like a dream! The Dream Collection
jersey t-shirt features a crew neck, short sleeves and a
contemporary, yet comfortable, loose fit.

Green

Turquoise
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640LM
100% Ring-Spun Cotton/Preshrunk
Sizes: YS-YL, S-3XL
Call for pricing.
Decoration not included.

Mediterranean

Caspian

Caribbean

LaMer

The LaMer over-dyed crinkle tie-dye t-shirt features
a vibrant color pattern that evokes feelings of the sea
and will be sure to attract attention.
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Baltic

Mediterranean
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200SC
100% Cotton/Preshrunk
Sizes: YS-YL, S-3XL
Call for pricing.
Decoration not included.

Victory

Victory

Tigerclaw

Stillwater

Devine

Crystal Lake

Summer Camp

What better way to slip into summer than with the Summer Camp
tie-dye t-shirt? Whether wearing around the campfire or out on
the town, you’ll always be in style and in season.
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Ripple

Mindfulness

Energy

Make a bold statement in the
Ripple short sleeve t-shirt that
features a unique tie-dye water
effect. These shirts won’t shrink
after multiple washes and
maintain a cool vintage vibe
that never goes out of style.

Blue

200RP
100% Cotton/Preshrunk
Sizes: YS-YL, S-3XL
Call for pricing.
Decoration not included.

Cut Spiral
Bold. Colorful. Unique. The Cut Spiral t-shirt is all of that,
and more. Contrasting layers of color create a dynamic
style that ensures you will stand out in a crowd.

Blue

Jamboree

Pastel Rainbow

Nola
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Watermelon

Energy

Black Rainbow

200TD
100% Cotton/Preshrunk
Sizes: YS-YL, S-3XL
Call for pricing.
Decoration not included.

Mindfulness

Champ

Americus
Dyenomite.com
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Tide
Surf’s always up with the Tide short sleeved
tie-dyed t-shirt. This colorful spiral design
makes every day feel like a beach day.

Rainbow

Bora Bora

You’ll be the center of the storm in the dynamic Typhoon
tie-dye t-shirt. The gorgeous two-color spiral design will
catch the eye of everyone around you.
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Call for pricing.
Decoration not included.

Blue

Typhoon

Bora Bora

200TI
100% Cotton/Preshrunk
Sizes: YS-YL, S-3XL

Tropical

200TY
100% Cotton/Preshrunk
Sizes: YS-YL, S-3XL
Call for pricing.
Decoration not included.

Tahiti

Dyenomite.com
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Splatter

Slushie

The Splatter short sleeve
tee brings retro back
with truly unique patterns
and splatters on every
single shirt.

The Slushie premium blend t-shirt is as cool and colorful
as your favorite icy drink. This soft and durable crinkle
tie-dye tee features vibrant colors and all-day comfort.

640VR
100% Ring-Spun Cotton/
Preshrunk
Sizes: YS-YL, S-3XL
Call for pricing.
Decoration not included.

Black/Rainbow

Aerial

200SL
100% Cotton/Preshrunk
Sizes: YS-YL, S-3XL
Call for pricing.
Decoration not included.

Black/Rainbow

White/Rainbow
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Black/Red

White/Black

Classic

Tilt
Tired of going in circles? Check out the Tilt style
t-shirt that takes tie-dye in a completely new
direction — with a diagonal twist.

Aerial

FloRainbow

USA

200TL
100% Cotton/Preshrunk
Sizes: YS-YL, S-3XL
Call for pricing.
Decoration not included.

USA
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200PR
100% Cotton, Preshrunk
Sizes: YS-YL, S-3XL
Call for pricing.
Decoration not included.

Royal

Purple

Gold
Red/Black

Black

Orange

Kelly

Pink

Tiger Stripe
This animal print inspired style embraces school
spirit on a 100% cotton, comfortable classic
t-shirt that comes in a variety of colors.

200TS
100% Cotton/Preshrunk
Sizes: YS-YL, S-3XL

Gold

Call for pricing.
Decoration not included.
Red

Paw Print

Black/Red
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Black/Blue

Black/Orange

Lions, tigers and bears! Oh my! Show your school pride
this year with tie-dye. The Paw Print t-shirt design comes in
an array of vibrant colors and provides the perfect canvas
for your printed design.

Navy

Black

Dyenomite.com
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Multi-Spiral Long
Sleeve Tee

240MS
100% Cotton/Preshrunk
Sizes: YS-YL, S-3XL

It’s always tie-dye weather in our Multi-Spiral long sleeve tees.
Made from 100% cotton, the Multi-Spiral long sleeve tee is
available in three color combinations.

Call for pricing.
Decoration not included.

Aerial

FloRainbow

Michaelangelo

Aerial

Cyclone Long
Sleeve Tee

240CY
100% Cotton/Preshrunk
Sizes: YS-YL, S-3XL

It’s always tie-dye weather in our Cyclone long sleeve tees.
Made from 100% cotton, the Cyclone long sleeve tee is available
in four color combinations.

Call for pricing.
Decoration not included.

Long Sleeve Hooded Tee
Fall into cooler weather in our long sleeved hooded t-shirts!
Featuring the classic Cyclone design, these shirts are made
from 100% ring spun cotton for a soft and cozy fit and
include drawstrings like your favorite hoodie.

Call for pricing.
Decoration not included.

Navy

Black

Silver
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430VR
100% Ring-Spun Cotton/
Preshrunk
Sizes: XS-2XL

Royal

Prism

Royal

Aerial

Classic Rainbow
Dyenomite.com
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Blue Tide
Coral
Dream

Coral Dream

Michaelangelo
Blue Tide

Michaelangelo

Devine

Blend Hoodie
Stand apart from the crowd in the
vibrantly colorful Blend Hoodie
available in popular dye styles.
Layer over your favorite tees for a
relaxed style that’s always on trend.

Fashion doesn’t stop when summer is over;
select a vibrant, cozy cotton hoodie to keep
you warm and stylish at all times.
Flo Rainbow
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Call for pricing.
Decoration not included.

Aerial

680VR
50% Cotton/50% Polyester/Preshrunk
Sizes: YS-YL, S-3XL
Call for pricing.
Decoration not included.

Premium Hoodie

854MS
80% Cotton/20% Polyester
Ring-Spun Cotton Face/Preshrunk
Sizes: YS-YL, S-3XL

Black/Red Crystal

Michaelangelo

Aerial

Flo Rainbow

Dyenomite.com
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Novelty

4400CY/MS
100% Cotton/Preshrunk
Sizes: NB, 6mo, 12mo, 18mo, 24mo
Call for pricing.
Decoration not included.

Our array of color combinations and styles can make every event or holiday easy to
coordinate, customize and sell! Here is some inspiration to get you started, but the
options are endless. Call us and we’ll help you create something just right!

Columbia
Cyclone

Pink
Cyclone

Rainbow

Infant Onesie
200BE - Teardrop

200NV - Pride

200NV - Fantastic Flag

Who said tie-dye was just for adults? The envelope neckline expands to fit easily
over baby’s head and the three snap leg closure allows for easy changes.

20TCY/MS
100% Cotton, Preshrunk
Sizes: 2T-4T
Call for pricing.
Decoration not included.

200NV - Shamrock

200NV - Pink Ribbon

200NV - Ohio

Columbia
Cyclone

Pink
Cyclone

Classic
Rainbow

Toddler Tee
200NV - Camo
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200BW - Gobi

We’ve got tiny tie-dyed tees for toddlers! These fun and colorful tees feature
a crew neck and short sleeves to make clothing changes easy on everyone!
Dyenomite.com
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Call for pricing.
Decoration not included.

200NV - Fantastic Flag

200NV Fantastic Flag

200SC - Crystal Lake

200MS - USA

200TL - USA

200TD - Americus

640VR - USA

200CY - Red

Americana
Your customers can show their spirit with our selection of
red, white and blue with our trendy, unique styles.
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Concert

Styles that will get fans pumped and purchasing online or at
concerts to support their favorite musicians.

200SL - Black/Rainbow

200MS - Aurora

200MW - Grey

200MW - Black

200CR - Black

200TI - Black
Call for pricing.
Decoration not included.
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Pastel Trend

Pastel colors are a perfect choice for creating a lovely outfit of the day. This colorway can
be mixed and matched with other pastels, as well as neutral hues. Whether your customer is
edgy or classy, we have many easy ways to make this light hue work for them!

200TD - Mindfulness

200CR - Lavender

200SC - Victory

650DR - Pastel Rainbow

200MS - Hazy Rainbow

Call for pricing.
Decoration not included.
Dyenomite.com
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Our Services
In addition to creating great garments, we provide all end-to-end
services in-house, making us the only dye house that can be a
single-source solution. Pick only a few or pick them all:
SCREEN-PRINT

CUSTOM DYE

EMBROIDERY

DYE TO PMS COLOR

Our in-house screen
printing service eliminates
the unnecessary hassle
of shipping product to an
outside screen printer.

Our in-house embroidery
service saves you time and
money on finalizing your
products’ customization.

HEAT PRESS

Our heat press service
gives you the ability to
customize your garments
with vinyl names, numbers
and designs.

PRIVATE LABELING

Our ability to refine each
product with your personal
touch makes every garment
look like it came directly
from you.

DESIGN REVIEW

Our team of dedicated
artists and designers are
always standing by to make
your art print-ready.

Our customization service
gives you endless color and
design options, allowing
you to create your own
unique garment.

Our ability to match your
precise Pantone allows us
the opportunity to deliver
an excellent customized
product.

FINISHING

Our well-trained team can
individually fold, bag and
tag, allowing us to deliver
a retail-ready product.

FULFILLMENT

We can sort, pack and
ship your order to many
different places, whether
it’s a small package or a
large freight order.

Dyenomite Apparel Terms & Conditions
ORDER ADJUSTMENTS
All orders are acknowledged upon receipt.
Any changes requested after processing are
subject to additional fees/production time.
PAYMENT
Orders must be paid in full at the time of
purchase. We accept all major credit cards.
Credit applications are available upon request
and are subject to approval.
CANCELLATIONS
Order cancellations are subject to approval. If
approved, a $50.00 cancellation fee per style/
colorway (plus any additional fees required
to cover services already rendered) will apply.
No cancellations will be accepted on custom
apparel.
PRODUCTS & PRICING
We reserve the right to add, remove, or make
changes within our product line at any time.
This includes (but is not limited to) products,
specifications, and pricing. For the most up to
date information regarding our product line,
please contact our Sales Support team at
888-777-1916 or info@dyenomite.com.
TURNAROUND TIME
Our turnaround times vary based upon the items
ordered (including style, order size, and product
availability.) For the most up to date information
regarding our turnaround times, please contact
our Sales Support team at 888-777-1916 or
info@dyenomite.com.
MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS
The following minimums apply for all custom
orders:
• Made-To-Order Styles/Colorways – 144 pieces
• Customer Provided Garments – 144 pieces
• Contract Screen Printing – 12 pieces
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SCRAP ALLOWANCE
We adhere to an industry standard 5% scrap
allowance rate. Damages that fall at or below
this 5% allowance are automatically removed
from the order/invoice. We strongly suggest
ordering a 5% overage per size (as any pieces
within the 5% scrap allowance will NOT be
replaced.)

HOLDING FEES
Requests to hold blank or finished goods are
subject to approval. Holding fees will apply.
Any orders scheduled for pick-up through a
third party must be picked up from Dyenomite
Apparel within 5 business days of completion
date. Failure to pick up within this time frame is
subject to additional fees.

SAMPLE POLICY & COLOR MATCHING
Custom samples are available upon request for a
fee of $100.00 per style/colorway. Samples may
be required for certain styles. Turnaround times
may vary based upon the style(s) requested.
If sample garments are being supplied by the
buyer, we require at least 4 pieces for sampling.
Custom samples are NOT eligible for returns/
refunds due to their unique nature.

FREIGHT
Orders ship from our factory in Hilliard,
Ohio. Standard and priority services are
available. Dyenomite Apparel does not assume
responsibility for shipping delays due to weather
or errors on the part of the freight carrier.
International shipping services are available.
The buyer is responsible for all duty fees/taxes.

Pantone color matching services are available
upon request — additional fees apply.
Turnaround times may vary based upon the
color(s) requested. Providing a PMS code, fabric
swatch or sample garment are the most effective
ways to communicate requested colors. Pantone
matching on textiles is not an exact science —
there may be reasonable variation in color and
intensity due to uncontrollable factors.
CUSTOMER SUPPLIED GARMENTS
Dyenomite Apparel must be supplied a detailed
breakdown of garments (including manufacturer,
style number, sizes and quantities) PRIOR to
shipping any garments to our facility. Dyenomite
will then provide an approved purchase order
number to reference. This approved PO# must
be referenced on all paperwork for the incoming
shipment. Failure to reference the provided PO#
will result in additional fees. Please note that
production will not begin until inventory has
been received in full.

RETURNS
Returned merchandise must be accompanied by
a pre-approved Return Authorization number
from Dyenomite Apparel. Returns are NOT
accepted on custom apparel or apparel that
has been washed, worn or decorated. Return
requests must be submitted to Dyenomite
Apparel within 30 days of order receipt. All
returns are subject to a 15% restocking fee.
The buyer is responsible for return shipping.
RECEIVING CLAIMS
Upon delivery, all merchandise must be
inspected by the consignee. Claims must be
submitted in writing to Dyenomite Apparel
within 10 business days of receipt. Photos and/
or samples may be requested. If Dyenomite
Apparel’s Quality Assurance team determines
(in its sole discretion) that an item is indeed
defective, an equitable resolution of the matter
will be offered.
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